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On the assumed isomerism between red and yellow mercuric oxide and on the 

surface-tension of solids. &if. phys.  Chevz. 34, 395 I zpool. - I t  
is shown that the difference in  electrical potential detected by Cohen ( 4 ,  6 9 j )  is 
not due to a real difference between red and yellow niercuric oxide, hut to the 
increased solubility of very fine particles over a coarse-grained substance. I t  is 
sho~sn  experimentally that the soluhility of niercuric oxide varies perceptibly 
with the fineness of the solid phase, and that this same phenomenon can be ob- 
seried with other substances. though to a lesser extent. 

H. 1I '. 
Foafr. Zeit. Phj~s.  CIIPIIL. 33, 740 (1900 I .  -.Aragonite can he obtained by quick 
precipitation from a hot solution ; but conductivity nieasurenietits and solubility 
determinations in presence of potassium oxalate shoLv that calcite is the inore 
stable form. TVhile there is no evidence that calcite is ever the less stable forin, 
the solubilities (lo approach somewhat with rising temperature. so that  1i-e :ire 
justified in concluding that the change to calcite is accompanied by an evolution 
of heat. Above soo, and in the presence of a liquid phase. aragonite apparently 
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/?. U b i ~ i ~ ~ q ~ c r .  
,%it. p h ~ , s .  C / Z P ~ I Z .  34, 257 I 1900 J .  -The author has determined tlie pressure- 
tetnperature curves for sixteen substances from a temperature of oo to a pres- 
sure of So0 inin, and has poiiited out qualitative relations between pressure dif- 
ferences and constitution. The curve for mesitylene as  determined cuts the 
curves for nine other substances ; but. unfortunate the curve for mesitylene 
is tlie one out of the whole, about Tvhicli tlie author east certain. I [ - .  Zl.  (i. 

On the thermal properties of normal pentane. f. Rose-Iiims ai/d.S. Yo/(izxr. 
Phi'. ,l/ax. 47, 35.i ( t S y 9 ) .  - From a study of the temperatures, pressures, and  
volr.tnes of isopentane over a wide range of voluti~es, the relation 

p ~-: 6 T -- a 

a t  coilstant volume, n and h being constants, \vas found to hold with consider- 
able accuracy. The present paper is a similar study of normal pentaiie, but 
ovet a smaller range of voliiiiies. The deviations from the empirical relatioils 
are small. Ef. 7: E. 

The Joule-Thomson thermal effect: its connection with the characteristic equa- 
tion. and some of i ts  thermodynamical consequences. E. F. f. Loit,. Ph i / .  .J/t?,y, 
48. .,06 (1.Syp . - From a consideration of the formula assigiieti to the Joiile- 
Thornson effect, taken as  a functioii of the temperature, and tlie characteristic 
gas equation, the author endeavors to show some theoretical Ilasis to the varioiis 
formulas proposed by  different investigators. including those of Iielvin, &),-le- 
Charles, van der TI-aals. Rose-Itiries and Clausius. T l~e r r~ iod~narn ic  coiise- 
querices are then discussed atid a new method for calculating the ratio of the 
two specific heats of a gas is given, based 011 the relation between the intrinsic 
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On the physical chemical relations between aragonite and calcite. 

starts to change spontaneously into calcite. 

On the vapor pressures of a series of benzene compounds. 

energy of a gas and its volume. H. T. E. 

On the thermal conductivity of water. 


